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Abstract: This paper proposes a computationally efficient analytical method, for accurate prediction of 3-
dimensional (3D) eddy current loss in the rotor magnets of surface mounted permanent magnet machines 
considering slotting effect. Sub-domain model incorporating stator tooth tips is employed to generate the 
information on radial and tangential time-derivatives of 2D magnetic field (eddy current sources) within 
the magnet. The distribution of the eddy current sources in 3D is established for the magnets by applying 
the eddy current boundary conditions and the Coulomb gauge imposed on the current vector potential. The 
3D eddy current distributions in magnets are derived analytically by employing the method of variable 
separation and the total eddy current loss in the magnets are subsequently established. The method is 
validated by 3D time-stepped finite element analysis (FEA) for 18-slot, 8-pole and 12-slot, 8-pole 
permanent magnet machines. The eddy current loss variations in the rotor magnets with axial and 
circumferential numbers of segmentations are studied. The reduction of magnet eddy current loss is 
investigated with respect to harmonic wavelength of the source components to suggest a suitable 
segmentation for the rotor magnets in SPM machines. 
 
1. Introduction 
High power density surface mounted permanent magnet (SPM) machines[1] with modular winding  
configuration [2, 3] generates a large amount of MMF space harmonics rotating in forward and backward 
directions. These harmonics, coupled with slotting and supply time harmonics can produce increased eddy 
current loss in magnets especially when operating at higher speeds. Hence such machines employing 
highly conductive Nd-Fe-B magnets may suffer from elevated temperature rise that will increase the risk 
of partial demagnetization [4]. Axial and circumferential segmentation of the magnets are often employed 
to reduce these losses [5]. An accurate prediction of magnet loss at the design stage, not only give a better 
efficiency evaluation, but also may prevent excessive temperature rise in magnets and hence reduce the 
risk of partial demagnetization.  
In order to evaluate and analyse the eddy current losses [6] in the magnets, variety of m thods have 
been reported in a large number in literatures. In general, evaluation of rotor eddy current losses requires 
simultaneous solutions for the governing equations of the magnetic and eddy current fields. The 
computationally efficient 2D numerical methods such as transient FEA to calculate the eddy current losses 
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[7-9], can yield good results but lacks any physical insight on the mechanism of eddy current loss. Hence a 
few 2D analytical methods are developed to predict the magnet eddy current loss with varying degree of 
accuracy [10-16]. The reduction in magnet loss with circumferential segmentations can be successfully 
evaluated using these methods. However, they ignore the slotting effect and approximates winding 
currents by an equivalent current sheet distributed over the stator bore radius. The method of choosing a 
suitable pole –slot combination for minimizing the rotor loss in permanent magnet machines is d cribed  
in [17, 18]. 
Unless the slotting harmonics are considered in the loss evaluation, the no load magnetic loss and 
also its interaction with the armature field harmonics at diverse load conditions  cannot be quantified [19]. 
As the eddy current density inside the magnet is evaluated from the time derivative of the magnetic vector 
potential within it, a sufficiently accurate machine model which accounts the slotting effect becomes 
indispensable to estimate these time variations. Magnet loss evaluation employing 2D relative permeance 
model [20-22] gives a better estimation of no-load magnet losses, but the results deviate from the actual 
values when the loss due to armature reaction is considered. While improved flux density assessment 
models are proposed in [23-25] by employing complex relative permeability to predict magnet loss [26], a 
better accurate subdomain models [27-29] are preferred for loss estimation in permanent magnets [19, 30]. 
These methods except [11], [21] [22] and [26] are mainly resistance limited assuming the skin depth for 
the eddy currents is sufficiently high under the normal operating conditions of the machine.  
While 2D evaluation of eddy current loss in SPM machines can be performed analytically 
considering slotting effect, its accuracy is compromised if the axial length of magnets is comparable to 
their other dimensions since the eddy current flow in the magnets may become predominantly 3-
dimensional (3D). In order to overcome the enormous computation time in magnet loss evaluation 
encountered in 3D FEA, computationally efficient reduced order numerical methods and 3D analytical 
methods have received significant interest in research communities [31-39]. These reduced order 
numerical methods may be computationally efficient, however are complicated to implement. Also, the 3D 
analytical methods reported for SPMs, ignores slotting effect and the radial variation of flux density along 
the magnets. Most of these methods also discard the field produced by the permanent magnets and the loss 
contribution by the tangential component of the magnetic field. Moreover, these methods also ignore the 
variation of loss among different magnet segments in computing the total eddy current loss. The 3D eddy 
current loss model for magnets published in [40] considering only machines with narrow slot openings 
using Carter’s theory fails to replicate the flux density undulations accurately. Inaccurate eddy current loss 
calculation may cause underestimation of rotor temperatures, which in turn increases demagnetization risk. 
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Therefore, an accurate and computationally-efficient solution for quantifying the eddy current losses is 
necessary. 
 
The method of generalized imaging is proposed in[41] to establish the eddy current source 
distribution in the form of 3D Fourier series in 捲┸ 検┸ 権 directions. Ultimately only the coefficients for the 
sines and cosines needed to be evaluated using Fourier expansion in three dimensions. While the physical 
concept for the images is clear, the mathematical process to represent the sources and images in 3D space 
is quite cumbersome. Also the slotting effect is not included in [41] and hence cannot be used to predict 
the 3D no-load magnet loss, and to assess the effect of slotting under load conditions. The method of 
magnet eddy current loss prediction accounting eddy current reaction is proposed in [42] employing the 
magnetic field variations from 2D FEA. However, this method cannot be employed for predicting the 3D 
magnet loss associated with different harmonic components with increase in axial and circumferential 
segmentations. 
This paper establishes the 3D eddy current source distributions in a much more elegant manner. The 
rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 derives 2D eddy current source distribution from the 
sub-domain model. Section 3 describes the governing equations and boundary conditions for 3D eddy 
current field. Section 4 establishes the radial and tangential source distributions in 3D based on the 
boundary conditions for the eddy current density and the Coulomb gauge adopted for the current vector 
potential. Section 5 validates the proposed method on 18-slot, 8-pole and 12-slot, 8-pole SPM machines by 
evaluating its magnet loss with due account of slotting at no load and at peak load conditions and 
comparing the results with time-stepped 3D FEA. In section 6 the significance of the source components 
in loss evaluation is established and the loss associated with different source harmonics with increase in 
number of segmentations is quantified to study the relationship between harmonic wavelength and the 
segment width in magnet loss reduction. Section 7 summarizes the findings in conclusion. 
2. Sub domain model and calculation of magnet flux density variation 
The subdomain model  with simplified slots and uniform distribution of current in them is presented 
by assuming infinitely permeable iron materials and it replicates the flux density variations in the magnet 
quiet accurately [29]. The radial and tangential component of the flux density at a radius ‘r’ along the 
magnet, which contributes to the magnet loss can be represented in the rotor reference as, 
 稽追 噺 布岷伐系賃畦怠 s��岫倦肯追 髪 倦降追 建岻 髪 系賃系怠 c�s岫倦肯追 髪 倦降追 建岻峅賃   (1) 
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稽痛 噺 布岷伐経賃畦怠 c�s岫倦肯追 髪 倦降追 建岻 伐 経賃系怠 s��岫倦肯追 髪 倦降追 建岻峅賃  (2) 
 
where 系賃 噺 倦 堅エ 系怠賃, 経賃 噺 伐な 堅エ 系替賃 , 肯追 and 降追  are rotor position and angular speed, respectively. 
The coefficients which accounts for the slotting effect, 畦怠 and 系怠, varies with rotor position and can be 
expressed as Fourier series: 畦怠 噺 布 欠怠鎮 c�s岫健喧降追 建 髪 閤銚鎮岻鎮   (3) 系怠 噺 布 潔怠鎮 c�s岫健喧降追 建 髪 閤頂鎮岻鎮   (4) 
 
where l =1, 2, 3… and p is the number of pole pairs. 
The 項稽追 項建  エ and  項稽痛 項建 エ calculated from (1) to (4) form the source for eddy current generation in 
the magnets and they are given by, 項稽追項建 噺 布 布  系賃 峪 欠長追 岫倦 髪 健喧岻降追 c�s岫倦肯追 髪 岫倦 髪 健喧岻降追 建 髪 閤長追岻髪欠捗追 岫倦 伐 健喧岻降追 c�s盤倦肯追 髪 岫倦 伐 健喧岻降追 建 髪 閤捗追匪 崋鎮賃   (5) 項稽痛項建 噺 布 布  経賃 峪 欠長底 岫倦 髪 健喧岻降追 c�s岫倦肯追 髪 岫倦 髪 健喧岻降追 建 髪 閤長底岻髪欠捗底岫倦 伐 健喧岻降追 c�s盤倦肯追 髪 岫倦 伐 健喧岻降追 建 髪 閤捗底匪 崋鎮賃   (6) 
 
 The expressions for , , , , , , ,br fr br fr b f b fa a a a       , are defined in Appendix 9.1. The first term in 
the square bracket in (5) and (6) is associated with backwards rotating harmonics and the second term with 
forward rotating harmonics. Separation of magnetic field variations as forward and backward rotating 
harmonics helps in separating the losses associated with different harmonics. The definitions for other 
coefficients in (1)-(6) can be found in [29]. 
3. Field description for eddy currents in rectangular magnets 
From Faraday’s induction law and neglecting eddy current reaction, the eddy current density 
distribution J in magnets at a given time instant is dependent on the rate of change of flux density B with 
time which can be seen as a source distribution denoted by S. Their relation is expressed as (7).  椛 抜 蛍 噺 購鯨 鯨掴 噺 伐 項稽掴項建 ┸ 鯨槻 噺 伐 項稽槻項建 ┸ 鯨佃 噺 伐 項稽佃項建  (7) 
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where  is the conductivity of magnets. According to the continuity law of the eddy current 
density, 椛 ゲ 蛍 噺 ど┸ 蛍 may be expressed as the curl of a current vector penitential A in ( 8). 椛 抜 畦 噺 蛍 
8) 
Applying the Coulomb gauge 椛 ゲ 畦 噺 ど, it can be shown that the current vector potential 畦  satisfies: 椛態畦 噺 伐購鯨 (9) 
Fig.1a indicates a magnet in a SPM machine in which the eddy current field is induced by 2D time-
varying magnetic field. The magnet is approximated in rectangular shape by neglecting its curvature effect. 
The circumferential direction is denoted as x, radial direction as y and axial direction as z. It is assumed 
that the magnetic field distribution in the machine is two-dimensional, and hence the flux density has x 
and y components which is independent of z. Thus, the source vector 鯨 only has two components 鯨掴 噺  項稽掴 項建 エ  and 鯨槻 噺  項稽槻 項建 エ . The dimensions of the magnets in the three directions are denoted as Lx, Ly 
and Lz respectively. 
 
Fig.1. A rectangular magnet in a SPM machine indicating its six surfaces with eddy current field excited by 2D magnetic field 
a Magnet dimensions and source fields 
b Magnet surfaces  x 噺 ど 欠券穴 捲 噺 詣掴 
c Magnet surfaces  y 噺 ど 欠券穴 検 噺 詣槻 
d Magnet surfaces  z 噺 ど 欠券穴 権 噺 詣佃 
 
 
Since the conductivity outside the magnet is zero, the boundary conditions on the six magnet 
surfaces, namely, two parallel x-z planes, two y-z planes and two x-y planes, are given by:  券塚 ゲ 蛍 噺 ど (
10) 
where nv denotes the normal vectors of the magnet surfaces.  
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4. Solution to 3D source distribution from the boundary conditions for a rectangular 
magnet  
At a given rotor position, the source distributions, 鯨掴 and 鯨槻  in a rotor magnet are known and may 
be expanded into 3D space by 3D Fourier series of the following form: 鯨掴 噺 布 布 布 欠岫陳┸津┸賃岻潔剣嫌盤兼鶏掴迭捲 髪 閤掴迭匪潔剣嫌盤券鶏槻迭検 髪 閤槻迭匪潔剣嫌盤倦鶏佃迭権 髪 閤佃迭匪著賃退怠著津退怠著陳退怠  (11) 鯨槻 噺 布 布 布 決岫陳┸津┸賃岻潔剣嫌盤兼鶏掴鉄捲 髪 閤掴鉄匪潔剣嫌盤券鶏槻鉄検 髪 閤槻鉄匪潔剣嫌盤倦鶏佃鉄権 髪 閤佃鉄匪著賃退怠著津退怠著陳退怠   (12) 
where 兼┸ 券┸ 倦  are the harmonic orders in  捲┸ 検┸ 権 directions respectively. 鶏掴迭 ┸ 鶏槻迭 ┸ 鶏佃迭 ┸ 鶏掴鉄 ┸ 鶏槻鉄 ┸ 鶏佃鉄  and 
the phase angles 閤掴迭 ┸ 閤槻迭 ┸ 閤佃迭 ┸ 閤掴鉄 ┸ 閤槻鉄 ┸ 閤佃鉄  are the parameters to be determined in order to satisfy the 
physical constraints of eddy current distributions.  
The 3D Fourier expansion implies that the source distribution within the magnets is repeated 
periodically in 3D space although the space of the concern is limited within the magnet defined by ts 
dimensions 詣掴┸ 詣槻 a�d 詣佃 . The solutions of the current vector potential 畦掴 , 畦槻  which satisfy Poisson’s 
equation of (9) with the source  鯨掴 , 鯨槻 distribution in (11) and (12) are given by: 畦掴 噺 布 布 布 潔岫陳┸津┸賃岻潔剣嫌盤兼鶏掴迭捲 髪 閤掴迭匪潔剣嫌盤券鶏槻迭検 髪 閤槻迭匪潔剣嫌盤倦鶏佃迭権 髪 閤佃迭匪著賃退怠著津退怠著陳退怠  (13) 畦槻 噺 布 布 布 穴岫陳┸津┸賃岻潔剣嫌盤兼鶏掴鉄捲 髪 閤掴鉄匪潔剣嫌盤券鶏槻鉄検 髪 閤槻鉄匪潔剣嫌盤倦鶏佃鉄権 髪 閤佃鉄匪著賃退怠著津退怠著陳退怠   (14) 
 
where 潔岫陳┸津┸賃岻 and 穴岫陳┸津┸賃岻 are the coefficients associated with (n, m, k)th harmonic for the current 




where, 結岫陳┸津┸賃岻 , 月岫陳┸津┸賃岻 , 圏怠岫陳┸津┸賃岻┸  and 圏態岫陳┸津┸賃岻  are the coefficients associated with (n, m, k)th 
harmonic for the eddy current densities which are derived from 欠岫陳┸津┸賃岻 and 決岫陳┸津┸賃岻 after the operations 
defined in (8) and (9).  From the boundary condition given in (10) the normal component of the current 
density need to be zero along all the six surfaces of the magnet as shown in Fig.1. 
For the surfaced defined by   捲 噺 ど a�d 捲 噺 詣掴 , as shown in Fig.1b, the normal current density  蛍掴 噺 ど ┻  From (15), it demands 潔剣嫌盤兼鶏掴鉄捲 髪 閤掴鉄匪 噺 ど   at 捲 噺 ど  and  捲 噺 詣掴┻ 
Hence, 鶏掴鉄 噺 訂挑猫  欠券穴  閤掴鉄 噺 訂態 . 
For the surface defined by  検 噺 ど a�d  検 噺 詣槻 , as shown in Fig.1c, the normal current density 蛍槻 噺 ど┻  From (16), it demands 潔剣嫌盤券鶏槻迭検 髪 閤槻迭匪 噺 ど  at 検 噺 ど and 検 噺 詣槻. Hence, 鶏槻迭 噺 訂挑熱  欠券穴  閤槻迭 噺訂態 ┻ 
And finally for the face with  権 噺 ど a�d z 噺 詣佃 ┸ as shown in Fig.1d, the normal current density 蛍佃 噺 ど. From (17), it demands 潔剣嫌盤倦鶏佃迭権 髪 閤佃迭匪 噺 ど   and  潔剣嫌盤倦鶏佃鉄権 髪 閤佃鉄匪 噺 ど   , at 権 噺 ど and 権 噺 詣佃 ┻ 
Hence, 
 鶏佃迭 噺 訂挑年  欠券穴  閤佃迭 噺 訂態  also 鶏佃鉄 噺 訂挑年  欠券穴  閤佃鉄 噺 訂態 ┻ 
Now from the Coulomb gauge 椛 ゲ 畦 噺 ど imposed over the magnet volume, as the PM is insulated on 
all its surfaces it needs to be satisfied along all its surfaces too, 
hence 
布 布 布 崕 潔岫陳┸津┸賃岻怠 嫌件券盤兼鶏掴迭捲 髪 閤掴迭匪潔剣嫌盤券鶏槻迭検 髪 閤槻迭匪潔剣嫌盤倦鶏佃迭権 髪 閤佃迭匪髪穴岫陳┸津┸賃岻怠 潔剣嫌盤兼鶏掴鉄捲 髪 閤掴鉄匪嫌件券盤券鶏槻鉄検 髪 閤槻鉄匪潔剣嫌盤倦鶏佃鉄権 髪 閤佃鉄匪崗  著賃退怠著津退怠著陳退怠   噺 ど (18) 
At  捲 噺 ど  a�d 捲 噺 詣掴   , (18) demands 嫌件券盤券鶏掴迭捲 髪 閤掴匪 噺 ど , which leads to  鶏掴迭 噺 訂挑猫 and 閤掴迭 噺 ど. 
Similarly, at 検 噺 ど a�d 検 噺 詣槻 , (18) demands 嫌件券盤券鶏槻鉄捲 髪 閤槻匪 噺 ど , hence 鶏槻鉄 噺 訂挑熱    and 閤槻鉄 噺 ど. 
Substituting 鶏掴迭 ┸ 鶏槻迭 ┸ 鶏佃迭 ┸ 鶏掴鉄 ┸ 鶏槻鉄 ┸ 鶏佃鉄 and the phase angles閤掴迭 ┸ 閤槻迭 ┸ 閤佃迭 ┸ 閤掴鉄 ┸ 閤槻鉄 ┸ 閤佃鉄  into (11), (12) 
gives, 
鯨掴 噺 布 布 布 欠岫陳┸津┸賃岻潔剣嫌 磐兼 講詣掴 捲卑 嫌件券 峭券 講詣槻 検嶌 嫌件券岫倦 講詣佃 権岻著賃退怠著津退怠著陳退怠    (19) 
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鯨槻 噺 布 布 布 決岫陳┸津┸賃岻嫌件券 磐兼 講詣掴 捲卑 潔剣嫌 峭券 講詣槻 検嶌 嫌件券岫倦 講詣佃 権岻著賃退怠著津退怠著陳退怠   (20) 
As proved using the generalized imaging technique in [41], it can be observed from (19) and (20) 
that across the normal boundary the sources has been mirrored, while it has become inverted mirror image 
across the tangential boundary. Hence the sources  鯨掴 ┸ 鯨槻  can be observed to be repeating itself at every 
2詣掴┸ に詣槻┸  に詣佃. This allows to compute the source frequency components within a magnet. The relation 
for the  畦掴 ┸ 畦槻┸ 蛍掴  ┸ 蛍槻 and 蛍佃 can also be evaluated in the same manner after substitution. Once the eddy 
current distribution is known the total eddy current loss at a given time instant is the sum of the losses 
associated with each harmonic component: 鶏勅鳥鳥槻 噺 布 布 布 鶏岫陳┸津┸賃岻著賃退怠著津退怠著陳退怠  噺 布 布 布 なぱ 豹 豹 豹 な購 ゲ 岷蛍掴岫陳┸津┸賃岻態髪蛍槻岫陳┸津┸賃岻態 髪 蛍佃岫陳┸津┸賃岻態態挑年待態挑熱待態挑猫待著賃退怠著津退怠著陳退怠 峅穴捲穴検穴権 噺 布 布 布版喧怠岫陳┸津┸賃岻 髪 喧態岫陳┸津┸賃岻 髪 喧戴岫陳┸津┸賃岻 髪 喧替岫陳┸津┸賃岻 髪 喧泰岫陳┸津┸賃岻繁著賃退怠著津退怠著陳退怠  
(21) 
The coefficients, c(m,n,k), d(m,n,k),  e(m,n,k), h(m,n,k), q(m,n,k) for the current vector potential and 
eddy current densities, and p1(m,n,k) - p5(m,n,k) for the total eddy current loss are all arithmetic functions 
of the harmonic order and magnet dimensions. They are summarized in Appendix 9.2. The process of 
implementation of the method is described in [41]. 
5. Finite element validation 
 
5.1. Machine topology and design parameters 
 
The proposed method is applied to 5kW 18-slot 8-pole and 12-slot,8-pole SPM machines for the 
evaluation of the eddy current loss in the rotor permanent magnets. The subdomain model  [29] employed 
here can deal with both overlapping and non-overlapping type of double layer windings. The 18-slot 8-
pole SPM machine considered uses an overlapping type of winding and the 12-slot,8-pole SPM machine 
employs a non-overlapping winding as shown in Figs.2a and b.   The torque comparison at load conditions 




        
a         b 
 




 c       d 
 
Fig.2 SPM machine models and torque comparison 
a 2D FE model -18-slot, 8-pole machine 
b 2D FE model- 12 slot, 8-pole machine 
c Torque comparison for both the machines at load conditions  (荊鳥 噺 ど畦┸ 荊槌 噺 のの畦 岫喧結欠倦岻 ,4500 rpm) 
d 3D FE model- 18 slot, 8-pole machine 
 
 
    TABLE 1 Key dimensions and specifications of the SPM machines 
 
Parameter Unit 18-slot, 8-pole 12-slot, 8-pole 
Stator outer radius mm 70.59 70.59 






















Rotor radius mm 32.5 32.5 
Magnet thickness mm 3.0 3.0 
Magnet pole arc elec.deg 175 175 
Slot opening mm 2.03 2.03 
Slot opening depth mm 2.375 2.375 
Slot depth mm 29.15 29.15 
Teeth width mm 8.5 12.5 
Shaft radius mm 20.0 20.0 
No. of turns/coil No. 6 10 
Magnet remanent flux density T 1.1 1.1 
Magnet resistivity っ.m な┻ぱxなど貸滞 な┻ぱxなど貸滞 
Maximum speed 
rpm 4500 4500 
Rated current  A 39 39 
Rated speed rpm 2100 2100 
 
 
5.2. 2D FE for field source validations 
 
2D eddy current source field distributions considering slotting is obtained from the subdomain 
model, which neglects the magnetic saturation in the machine. Before proceeding to the eddy current 
calculations it is insightful to have a comparison for the magnetic field variation with the results obtained 
from 2D FEA. The eddy currents and the associated loss are evaluated when the machine is operated at 
peak load (peak phase current of 55A) at the maximum speed of 4500rpm.  
 Fig. 3 compares the analytically and 2D FE predicted eddy current source component variations 
with angular position at a given time instant of 降追建 噺 な┻にの待 (mech.) for the magnet ‘1’ when the SPM 
machines operates at the  load conditions mentioned before, where 降追 is the fundamental electric angular 
frequency of the operation. It can be seen that the analytical predictions agree very well with those 
obtained from the 2D FEAs accounting material saturation. This ensures the accuracy of the source of 
excitation of the eddy current distribution to be analytically predicted by the proposed method. 
 
5.3.   Comparisons of eddy current distribution and eddy current loss with 3D FEAs 
 
A 3D FE model of the machine, as shown in Fig. 2d has been built to predict the 3D eddy current 
distribution and resultant eddy current loss induced in the magnets. Since the machine employs fractional 
slot per pole topology, circumferential symmetry exits only over 180 mechanical degrees. Thus, a quarter 
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of the machine has to be modelled in 3D FEAs. The meshed coils are extended in the axial direction to 
consider the winding end effect. Tangential boundary conditions are imposed on this extended surfac. A 
perfect insulation boundary conditions are applied to the axial and circumferential end surfaces of the 
magnets to insulate the segments from each other.  In addition, the conductivity of the rotor iron ce is 
not considered to avoid the eddy current flow in them. In practice, segmented pieces are glued together by 



















































   
Fig.3. Comparison of source components from 2D FE and slotting effect model at mean radius of the magnet ‘1’ at 降追建 噺な┻にの待 
a  Circumferential component  - 鯨掴  (18-slot, 8-pole SPM) 
b  Radial component - 鯨槻  (18-slot, 8-pole SPM) 
c  Circumferential componet - 鯨掴  (12-slot, 8-pole SPM) 
d  Radial component -鯨槻 (12 –slot,8-pole SPM) 
 
Fig.4a compares the instantaneous loss computed for the first four magnets and their total when the 
18-slot, 8-pole SPM machine is having 2 axial segments and no circumferential segments when excited at 
peak load conditions. The magnet loss is observed to be repeating at every 1/6th fundamental 
frequency[41], and hence the losses evaluation is repeated  over this time span and averaged to predict the 
magnet loss.Fig.4b compares analytically and 3D FE predicted instantaneous total eddy current loss 
variations in 18-slot,8-pole SPM with rotor position when the machine operates at the peak load condition 










































predicted variations of z and x components of the current density with x in magnet ‘1’ under the previously 









Fig.4. Instantaneous variation of magnet loss with rotor position for 18-slot, 8-pole SPM machine  
a   Loss associated with magnets 1-4 and their total 
b   Loss comparison from the proposed method and 3D FE  



















































Good agreement between the analytical and 3D FE predicted instantaneous values are observed 
albeit few minor mismatches which may be attributed to the curvature, the end winding effects and the 
core saturation which is neglected in the proposed method.  
Fig.5 compares analytically and 3D FE predicted eddy current loss at no load and peak load with 

























No. of segmention (Axial/Circumferential)  
3D Analytical (Axial Seg,)
3D FE (Axial Seg.)
3D Analytical (Circum. Seg.)














No. of segmentation (Axial/Circumferential) 
3D Analytical (Axial Seg.)
3D FE (Axial Seg.)
3D Analytical (Circum. Seg.)












Fig.5. Magnet loss with increase in Axial and circumferential segmentation  
a   No load conditions for 18-slot, 8-pole SPM 
b   Peak load conditions for 18-slot, 8 –pole SPM 
c   No load conditions for 12- slot, 8-pole SPM 
d   Peak load conditions for 12-slot, 8 –pole SPM 
 
It can be seen that in all cases, good agreements are obtained between the 3D FE and analytical 
results. Also it can be seen that the no load loss is reduced with the 12-slot, 8-pole combination compared 
to the 18-slot, 8-pole machine as a result of reduction in the number of slots. However, the magnet loss at 
the same load conditions is found to be much higher in the 12-slot, 8-pole machine. This is because the 18-
slot, 8-pole machine employs winding design features to reduce the space harmonics and hence the rotor 


















No. of segmention (Axial/Circumferential)  
3D Analytical (Axial Seg,)
3D FE (Axial Seg.)
3D Analytical (Circum. Seg.)


















No. of segmentation (Axial/Circumferential) 
3D Analytical (Axial Seg.)
3D FE (Axial Seg.)
3D Analytical (Circum. Seg.)
3D FE (Circum. Seg.)
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6. Evaluation of the results 
 
6.1. Separation of magnet loss based on source components 
 
Since the eddy current source within the PM has two components,  項稽追 項建エ  and  項稽痛 項建エ  , it is 
insightful to assess the contribution of each towards the magnet loss. Fig. 6 shows the contribution of 
tangential and radial source components 盤鯨掴┸ 鯨槻匪 of flux density towards magnet loss, with increase in 
axial and circumferential number of segmentations when both the machine operates in the peak load 
conditions at 4500rpm. It is observed that the contribution of  項稽痛 項建エ   towards the magnet loss is less 
significant, being an order of magnitude lower, compared to the loss contribution due to 項稽追 項建エ  at lower 
number of magnet segments. This is because the radial component of flux density, 稽追, in a magnet is 










Fig.6. Magnet loss associated with source components at peak load with increase in axial and circumferential segmentations 
a  Loss associated with source components in 18-slot,8-pole SPM 
b  Loss associated with source components in 12-slot,8-pole SPM 
  
Further, the reduction of the loss associated with  項稽痛 項建エ  is found to decrease very slowly with 
increase in the axial number of segments. Moreover, the loss associated with   項稽痛 項建エ  is found to have no 
significant variation with the circumferential number of segments.  This is because the eddy currents due 
to  項稽痛 項建エ  flows in 2D y-z plane and segmentation along  x- direction cannot alter the eddy current 
circulation path.  It is also worth noting that the actual magnet loss in the machine is found to be lower 
than the sum of the losses due to the time derivatives of the radial and tangential flux density components 
as a result of harmonic interaction between the sources which can be seen from the definition of  蛍佃 n (8). 
The results follows that circumferential segmentation is not effective in reducing the eddy current loss 
associated with 項稽痛 項建エ .  
 
6.2. Variation of harmonic loss with number of segmentations 
 
The analytical solution of source components given in (5), (6) allows to evaluate the different 
harmonic contents present in the eddy currents. It is observed  that the harmonics which are resulting in 
loss in the rotor reference are of the orders  岫券怠喧鎚 髪 喧岻and  岫券態喧鎚 伐 喧岻  as identified in [13], where 券怠= 2, 
5, 8… and 券態= 1,4,7…, 喧鎚 is the number of pole-pairs associated with the stator winding and 喧 the rotor 
pole pairs.  
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The contribution of the forward and the reverse rotating harmonics of the same order towards the 
flux density variations is accounted together as they interact with each other [13] in loss production. These 
time harmonics are found to be of the order of 6, 12, 18, 24, 30, 36, 42, 48, 54…in 18-slot,8-pole SPM 
machine. It is observed from the loss computation that the major contributors for the magnet loss among 
them are of the orders 6, 12, 18, 36 and 54. The time harmonics are found to be of the order of 12, 24, 36, 
48, 60…in 12-slot,8-pole SPM machine and the major contributors for the magnet loss among them are of 
the orders 12, 24, and 36. 
 
TABLE 2 Wave length Associated with Major Harmonics 
 
Harmonic No. (h) 6 12 18 24 36 54 
Wavelength -膏朕(mm) 32.46 16.23 10.82 8.12 5.41 3.60 
 
 
The wavelengths associated with these harmonics calculated based on the mean magnet radius 
(31mm) are tabulated in Table 2. The magnet loss variations for each major harmonic at peak load 
conditions with increase in circumferential and axial number of segments for the 18-slot,8-pole machine is 
compared in Figs. 7a and b respectively. For the purpose of illustration, the segment widths are also giv n 




















Fig.7. Comparison of loss variations associated with major harmonics at peak load with number of segments or with segment 
width 
a   Circumferential segmentation in 18-slot, 8–pole SPM 
b   Axial segmentation in 18-slot, 8–pole SPM 
c   Circumferential segmentation in 12-slot, 8–pole SPM 
d   Axial segmentation in 12-slot, 8–pole SPM 
 
As can be seen, for the 18-slot,8-pole SPM the 6t  and 18th harmonics contribute to ~94 % of the 
total magnet loss, where the loss contributions from 12, 36 and 54 orders of harmonics are shown in the 
scale of the secondary y-axis to clearly understand the relationship between the segment widths and the 
harmonic wavelengths. 
 
Given that the circumferential segmentation is effective in reducing the eddy current loss associated 
with  項稽追 項建エ , it is clear from Fig.7a that those harmonics most affected by the circumferential 
segmentation have their wavelength (膏朕 ) greater than the circumferential segment width [38]. Hence 
magnet loss reduction by circumferential segmentation will be less effective when the harmonic 
wavelength (膏朕) is lower than circumferential segment width, but becomes effective when the wavelength 
is greater than circumferential segment width. For example, the loss associated with the 18th harmonic is 
reduced at a faster rate when the number of circumferential segments are greater than two as the 
wavelength (10.82 mm) of the 18th harmonic becomes lower than the segment width (11.83 mm). For the 
case with the 6th harmonic, its wavelength (32.46 mm) is already lower than the segment width (23.67mm) 
when the number of circumferential segment is one, hence the associated loss is reduced at a faster rate
with any further circumferential segmentations. However, it can be observed that the loss reduction 
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becomes slow with increase in circumferential number of segmentations when the harmonic wavelength is 
much greater than the segment width. The above phenomenon can be understood by the fact that when a 
harmonic wavelength is shorter  than the segment width, the induced eddy current due to  項稽追 項建エ  which 
mainly circulates on the x-z plane can return easily within the segment. However, the eddy current return 
path is hampered when the segment width is shorter than the wavelength, resulting in a greater reduction 
in eddy current circulation and hence the associated loss.  
For the case with axial segmentation it can be observed from Fig.7b that the rate of loss reduction 
with increase in number of segmentations decreases with increase in harmonic order. Hence the loss 
associated with the 6th harmonic is reduced at a much faster rate than that of the 54th harmonic (h=54) 
with increase in the axial number of segmentations. While the circumferential segmentation only affects 
the eddy current circulation due to  項稽追 項建エ , the axial segmentation breaks both the induced eddy current 
paths due to  項稽追 項建エ  and 項稽痛 項建エ , and hence it is effective for reduction of eddy current losses associated 
with both the radial and circumferential  components. The increase in the axial number of segments will 
increase the effective resistance of the z-component of the eddy current density, and hence reduces the 
eddy current losses. Thus, the axial segmentation will be effective in loss reduction even the wavelength of 
a harmonic is shorter than the axial segment height, as is evident from Fig. 7b. However, the harmonic loss 
reduction is observed at a slower pace with increase in axial segmentation number. This is because the 
magnet segment height is also reduced at a lower rate with increase in axial segmentation number. 
From Figs.7c and d it can be seen that for the 12-slot, 8-pole SPM machine the loss the associated 
with the12th harmonic is much higher compared to all other harmonics, resulting in the increased magnet 
loss. Also it is clear that the 12-slot, 8-pole SPM machine also follows the same trend for the harmonic 
loss variations with increase in circumferential and axial segmentations as observed previously for the 18-
slot, 8-pole SPM machine. 
Hence it may be preferred to segment the permanent magnet in the circumferential direction so that 
the width of the segment is lower than the wavelengths of all the dominant harmonics responsible for eddy 
current loss, followed by axial segmentation which targets those harmonics whose wavelengths is close or 
greater than the magnet width after the first step.  However, segmentations in both directions have to be 
considered in the context of manufacturing feasibilities and cost. 
7. Conclusions 
A computationally efficient and accurate means for predicting 3D eddy current loss in rotor magnets 
of PM machines has been developed considering slotting based on 3D Fourier expansion of time-
derivatives of flux density in magnets. The developed method has been validated by 3D FEAs on 18-slot, 
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8-pole and 12-slot,8-pole SPM machines. On an average for evaluating the loss variation with increase in 
axial number of segmentation up to 10, it takes around 2 minutes for each case, in contrast to more than 36 
hours usually required for one 3D FE analysis with no axial segmentation on a typical 3.3 GHz, 64GB PC. 
It is observed that the loss contribution from the tangential component of the magnetic field variation is 
much lower in comparison to the loss associated with radial field variations. The method of axial 
segmentation is found be better in reducing magnet loss from those harmonics with their wavelength lower 
than the segment width. The developed method provides an effective tool for assessing eddy current loss 
and for devising segmentation schemes for the loss reduction. 
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9.  Appendix  




珊産司 噺 嵳伐珊層残蚕斬痔珊残 伐 算層残蚕斬岾痔算残貸慈匝峇嵳 匝斑  珊産詩 噺 嵳伐珊層残蚕斬岾痔珊残貸慈匝峇 髪 算層残蚕斬痔算残嵳 匝斑  
珊讃司 噺 嵳伐珊層残蚕貸斬痔珊残 髪 算層残蚕貸斬岾痔算残貸慈匝峇嵳 匝斑  欠捗底 噺 嵳欠怠鎮結貸珍岾泥尼如貸訂態峇 髪 潔怠鎮結貸珍泥迩如嵳 に斑  
痔産司 噺 珊仔賛残蚕 岾伐珊層残蚕斬痔珊残 伐 算層残蚕斬岾痔算残貸慈匝峇峇 閤長底 噺 欠券訣健結 岾伐欠怠鎮結珍岾泥尼如貸訂態峇 髪 潔怠鎮結珍泥迩如峇 痔讃司 噺 珊仔賛残蚕 岾伐珊層残蚕貸斬痔珊残 髪 算層残蚕貸斬岾痔算残貸慈匝峇峇 閤捗追 噺 欠券訣健結 岾欠怠鎮結貸珍岾泥尼如貸訂態峇 髪 潔怠鎮結貸珍泥迩如峇 
 
9.2. Solutions to the Eddy Current Functions 
The coefficients, c(m,n,k), d(m,n,k),  e(m,n,k), h(m,n,k), q(m,n,k) for the current vector potential and 
eddy current densities, and p1(m,n,k) - p5(m,n,k) for the eddy current loss are defined as follows: 
 
Let  捌匝 噺 岫仕 慈鯖姉岻匝 髪 岫仔 慈鯖姿岻匝 髪 岫暫 慈鯖子岻匝 (22) 潔岫陳┸津┸賃岻 噺 購 ゲ 欠岫陳┸津┸賃岻警態  (23) 穴岫陳┸津┸賃岻 噺 購 ゲ 決岫陳┸津┸賃岻警態  (24) 結岫陳┸津┸賃岻 噺 購 ゲ 伐決岫陳┸津┸賃岻岫倦 講詣佃岻警態  (25) 月岫陳┸津┸賃岻 噺 購 ゲ 欠岫陳┸津┸賃岻岫倦 講詣佃岻警態  (26) 圏怠岫陳┸津┸賃岻 噺 購 ゲ 決岫陳┸津┸賃岻 岾兼 講詣掴峇岻警態  (27) 圏態岫陳┸津┸賃岻 噺 購 ゲ 伐欠岫陳┸津┸賃岻岫券 講詣槻岻警態  (28) 喧怠岫陳┸津┸賃岻 噺 決岫陳┸津┸賃岻態 ゲ 崛岾倦 講詣佃峇警態 崑態 ゲ 購詣掴詣槻詣佃ぱ  (29) 
喧態岫陳┸津┸賃岻 噺 欠岫陳┸津┸賃岻態 ゲ 崛岾倦 講詣佃峇警態 崑態 ゲ 購詣掴詣槻詣佃ぱ  (30) 
喧戴岫陳┸津┸賃岻 噺 決岫陳┸津┸賃岻態 ゲ 崛岾兼 講詣掴峇警態 崑態 ゲ 購詣掴詣槻詣佃ぱ  (31) 
喧替岫陳┸津┸賃岻 噺 欠岫陳┸津┸賃岻態 ゲ 頒磐券 講詣槻卑警態 番
態 ゲ 購詣掴詣槻詣佃ぱ  (32) 
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喧泰岫陳┸津┸賃岻 噺 伐に欠岫陳┸津┸賃岻決岫陳┸津┸賃岻 ゲ 磐兼 講詣掴卑 峭券 講詣槻嶌 ゲ 岷 な警態峅態 ゲ 購詣掴詣槻詣佃ぱ  (33) 
 
 
